As Hokies, we represent Virginia Tech’s community values, which are as strong and solid as Hokie Stone. We spiritedly strive for academic enrichment, professional development, and personal growth in all living and learning environments.

In our pursuit of a culture of learning, discovery, and dissemination of new knowledge, we uphold the highest level of academic integrity by adhering to respective University Honor Systems and embodying the International Center for Academic Integrity’s five fundamental values:

- Honesty
- Fairness
- Respect
- Responsibility
- Trust
Whereas, there is a general lack of knowledge about and adherence to Virginia Tech’s Honor Code by students, faculty, and administration; and,

Whereas, there have been inconsistent applications and knowledge of the Honor Codes and reports to Honor Systems; and,

Whereas, the expansion of learning technologies creates ambiguous expectations for student work and accountability; and,

Whereas, Virginia Tech seeks to create an academic and living culture based on shared identity, rather than fear of punishment; and,

Whereas, Virginia Tech strives to maintain Integrity in both its Mission and Vision; and,

Therefore, so it be resolved that the Commission on Student Affairs move to pass this resolution to University Council as an initiative that establishes *Hokie Honor* as an official university academic integrity statement to be placed in public places on the Virginia Tech campus; and,

Furthermore, the university adopt “In-Tech-rity” as the official campaign to educate current and incoming students on the Honor Code, their respective Honor System, and the *Hokie Honor* statement; and,

Furthermore, recommend that education on honor code violations and In-Tech-rity campaign be implemented as determined by the office of the Senior Vice-President and Provost.